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Eligibility - Clarification 
 

1. What clients are eligible for the Production Program? 
 

The eligibility criteria for the Production Program have not changed. Any production company 

that meets the basic criteria is eligible. Eligibility however, does not mean that an applicant 

will receive funding. 
 

2. What are the maximum budgets allowed in the Production Program? 
 

There is no restriction on the maximum size of budgets for film projects submitted to 

Telefilm. There is, however, a minimum budget level of $250,000 for production funding. 
 

3. Is the Quebec Producer Eligibility Process still in force? 
 

 
No, it is not. The company track record information that is now submitted to Telefilm will 

allow us to better assess the company, and its request. 
 

4. If an applicant is the minority coproducer of an audiovisual treaty coproduction is the 

project still eligible? 
 

Yes, projects that are recognized as audiovisual treaty coproductions are eligible to apply to 

the Program but are not guaranteed funding. 
 

As before, projects must be under the financial, creative and distribution control of the 

eligible applicant(s); as well, all of the rights and options necessary for the full and complete 

exploitation of the project must be held by the eligible applicant(s). However, in the case of 

audiovisual treaty coproductions, the determination of eligible applicants and eligible projects 

will be adapted to reflect international treaties and to ensure that the spirit and intent of the 

production guidelines are respected. 
 

Please note that the applicant is not required to submit an application for recommendation 

as an audiovisual coproduction at the same time as applying for Telefilm funding. If the 

application for financing is successful, a coproduction file will automatically be opened. 
 

5. Why are broadcaster-affiliated production companies only eligible to apply with English- 

language projects? Is this criterion applicable to French-language market broadcasters as 

well? 
 

 
Historically, broadcaster-affiliated companies have not been eligible to apply for production 

funding in the French language market. This does not represent a change to current practice. 

 
6. Is it obligatory to have Market Interest in order to obtain any Telefilm funding? If so, is 

there a minimum level required? 

 
Lower budget projects (previously low budget or regional), defined as productions with 

budgets under $2.5 million, will not be required to have Market Interest in the financial 

structure. Telefilm’s financial participation in films without Market Interest and with budgets 
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below $2.5 million will be limited to a maximum of $500,000. That said, in a competitive 

process, the presence of a Market Interest commitment for projects with budgets below $2.5 

million could make the submission stronger. A higher level of Market Interest commitment 

could also support a request to Telefilm greater than $500,000. 

 

 

Process 
 

1. Is the program different for the English and French markets? 
 

Generally speaking, the program is the same for both markets with some allowances for the 

different needs of our clients in each language market. There is no deadline for application in 

either market. Once the program is open, it stays open until exhaustion of funds. 
 

2. Why is there only one Production Program – what happens to lower budget films? 

 
Lower budget films (previously referred to as regional or low budget) are eligible under the 

Production Program, and Telefilm will ensure that an important access is preserved for these 

types of films, as talent building and the creation of a balanced portfolio of projects remain 

key priorities to Telefilm. 
 
 
 

Market Interest 
 

1. What do you mean by “Market Interest”? 
 

Market Interest is defined as arms-length monies used in the financing of the production of 

the film from the following entities: 
 

a. domestic and/or international distributors or sales agents recognized by Telefilm 
as having a track record in theatrical distribution; 

 

b. Canadian and/or international broadcasters providing license fees that are part of 
the financial structure; 

 

c. Recognized lenders providing gap financing; 
 

d. Private for-profit financiers; and/or 
 

e. Sponsors 
 

For the purpose of calculating Market Interest, Telefilm will exclude producer investment, 
provincial agency financing, Canadian broadcaster investment (either directly or by way of an 
affiliated private fund), craft, service, or creative deferrals (whether or not by related parties), 
and any form of financial participation which is directly or indirectly supported by payments 
from the production budget, tax credits, or tax benefits. 
 
Please refer to the Expected Market Interest Levels for productions in the English and the 
French markets on our website. These documents provide the actual observed market 

interest levels for each language market. 
 

2. With respect to audiovisual treaty coproductions, is the expectation of Market Interest 

based on the total global budget or the total Canadian budget? 

https://telefilm.ca/en/financing/production
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In the case of audiovisual treaty coproductions, the calculation will consider ALL Market 

Interest as it relates to the total global budget. 

 

3. Do the new guidelines include changes to recoupment requirements for production 

funding? 
 

 
Telefilm’s recoupment policies are currently under review. Until such time as this review has 
been completed, the recoupment practices and policies set out in the 2012-2013 CFFF 
Production Guidelines will continue to apply. 

 
 
 
 
Track Record 

 

 
The track record model seeks to measure a film’s score, which in turn generates a company’s score 
along with an individual’s filmography cumulative score (producer, director, writer). A benefit of the 
Program is that it will recognize success at all budget levels and include non-commercial success 
measures. 

 
The track record variables that are currently taken into account, for film scoring purposes, are: 

 

 
o Box Office in Canada for all Canadian theatrical films; (maximum 40 points) 
o Other sales, both domestic (maximum 10 points) and international (maximum 10 

points), for Telefilm-supported films; 
o For all Canadian theatrical films, selections at Telefilm-recognized film festivals and 

the awards won at those festivals (54 at this time), as well as nominations and wins at 
recognized Awards competitions (e.g., the Genies, the Oscars, etc.) (maximum 30 
points). 

 
The track record refers to a company’s track record that is based on the films released theatrically in 

the last 5 years. It does not refer to the cumulative career score attributed to the filmography of key 

creative individuals, i.e. producer, director, writer. 
 

 
Company Score: 

Is the average of all scores from eligible1 films; it is calculated on an ongoing basis as the data 

becomes available; each film score in a company portfolio is weighted according to the level of the 

Canadian share of copyright owned by the company; 
 

 
Film Score: 

A film score is the sum of all component points – as per above; there is no industrial component 

tracking at the project level for now. 
 

 
 

1 An eligible film is fictional feature film that has achieved at least 6/10 CAVCO points and whose 
initial Canadian theatrical release (as evidenced by the Motion Picture Theatrical Association of 
Canada [MPTAC] has occurred no earlier than January 1, 2011. 
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Creative Score: 

Is derived from the project points allocated to the filmography of (up to) three key creative positions: 

producer, director, and screenwriter. The scores are added to a cumulative career score (as per 

available data). 
 

This approach provides a more comprehensive definition of track record. The track record is subject 

to the availability of data, especially for films not supported by Telefilm. Telefilm aims to improve its 

measurement tools; however the data needs to be easily accessible, reliable and verifiable. In 

addition, the cost of acquiring and maintaining the data needs to be reasonable. 
 

 
1. How are the track record variables being calculated and the weightings applied? 

 

 
Points are allocated to each film according to a set of conversion tables for commercial and 

cultural results. The values in the conversion tables are based on actual results observed over 

the last ten years. The elements of the Success Index are used to measure the project’s score 

(commercial, cultural and industrial). 
 

 
A company’s score is the average score of all its films scores attained during a rolling 5-year 

period weighted by the company’s Canadian share of copyright. This is calculated annually. 
 

 
2. Why is the time period for calculating the track record limited to five (5) years? 

 

 
To clarify: the reference period for production companies is 5 years; the reference period for 

individuals (e.g. producers, directors, and writers) will cover their career achievements 

(cumulative), dependent upon data availability. 
 

 
Our goal is to measure performance over a period of time that is significant enough to be 

meaningful, yet also strikes a balance between established companies and new/emerging 

players. This helps us to better identify and address the needs of our clients. 
 

 
The reference period is a balance between recognizing past successes and facilitating the 

emergence of new successful companies. The shorter the period, the better a new company 

can increase its chances of accessing financing by demonstrating a solid track record. 

Conversely, the longer the reference period, the more difficult it is for new entrants to 

establish a competitive track record. The 5 year reference achieves a balance. 
 

 
3. What is the reference period for determining which production companies are eligible to 

the fast track stream? 

 
In order to ensure a transition from the performance envelope system, the reference period 

for determining which production companies are eligible to the fast track stream spans over a 

period of 5 years, from July 1 to June 30. The reference period for fiscal year 2017-2018 will 

therefore be from July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2016. The data regarding the films included in the 

reference period will be computed as of October 10 in order to allow these films to have a 

sufficient exploitation period. A film released after June 30, 2016 may be added to a 

company’s track record if the film raises the company’s score. Note however that a film 

http://www.telefilm.ca/files/fonds_prog/Grille_de_pointage-ENG_0.pdf
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cannot be considered in a company’s track record for a period longer than 5 years. 

 

4. How does the calculation of who is included in Fast Track stream differ from the previous 

Performance Envelope calculations? 

 
Performance Envelope calculations were based on Canadian films released in Canadian 

theatres over the span of 3 years (the calculation period of a year ran from July 1st, and 

ended June 30th). The film had to have achieved at least 8/10 on the CAVCO scale or be an 

audiovisual treaty coproduction. Additionally, the calculation of the envelope was based on 

Canadian box office and incorporated a children’s film adjustment, a Canadian content 

weighting, and a festivals and awards bonus. Furthermore, Performance Envelopes were 

driven by individual films’ performance whereas the Fast Track stream encompasses the 

entire portfolio of a production company. 
 

The Fast Track stream takes into consideration Canadian films released in Canadian theatres 

over the span of 5 years (the calculation period of a year runs from January 1st and ends 

December 31st), and the films must have achieved at least 6/10 on the CAVCO scale or be an 

audiovisual treaty coproduction. Additionally, the calculation takes into consideration all of 

the track record variables outlined above, and does not include a Canadian content weighting. 
 

5. How many production companies are considered “fast tracked”? 
 

 
Telefilm will determine the number of production companies that are fast tracked based on 

funding sources for each language market. For the 2017-2018 fiscal year, Telefilm intends to 

give access to 5 companies for the French language market and to 4 companies for the 

English language market. 
 

 
6. Are both documentary and drama theatrical films included in the track record calculation? 

 

 
Provided the production company has at least one other eligible dramatic film in their track 

record, an eligible documentary(ies) will also be included in the track record calculation. 

However, when calculating whether or not a company is eligible for the Fast Track stream, 

only dramatic films will count.  
 

 
7. How will films produced by now defunct companies be treated in the track record 

calculation? 
 

 
The films of the defunct company have no relevance for the company, since it will not apply 

for new funding. However, the three creatives attached to the project – i.e. producer, 

director and screenwriter - will benefit from the score attributed to their filmography. A 

filmography score is cumulative. 
 

 
8. How will non audiovisual treaty coproductions between two or more Canadian companies 

be treated (in the track record calculation)? 
 

 
With regard to coproductions between two, or more, eligible Canadian producers (e.g. 
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Inter-provincial coproduction): in terms of the evaluation of new projects, the track record of 

both companies will be assessed and considered. In terms of the calculation of the track 

record score for past performance, these will be prorated based on the split of copyright 

between the coproducers. 
 

 
9. How will audiovisual treaty coproductions be treated in the calculation? 

 

 
They will be treated the same as any other Canadian film. We will focus on the track record of 

the Canadian producer. 
 

 
10. Why will only festivals and awards recognized by Telefilm count? 

 

 
The list of festivals and awards used to measure cultural results is a balance of nationally and 

internationally renowned events, and they factor in diversity and audience reach. Festivals 

are a means to obtain critical acclaim, and are an indicator of cultural impact. 
 

 
Our goal is to compile a representative list of festivals that cover genre, linguistic market and 

other key components of the diversity we are seeking to achieve. With this in mind, we have 

also weighted the relative impact of certain festivals by targeting performance measured by 

prizes or selections/prizes. 
 

 
It is impractical from a resource perspective for Telefilm to track and validate the 

performance of films at each and every national and international festival. As a starting point 

however, Telefilm has expanded the list to include 54 national and international festivals and 

7 award ceremonies. 
 

 
Having said this, the list will be open to modification over time, as Telefilm continuously 

monitors the most representative events. 
 

 
11. How will Telefilm go about validating the accuracy and completeness of the track record 

variables it has for each producer? 
 

 
Historically, box office information has been provided by a third party supplier (MPTAC), 

which has proven to be a reliable source. Sales revenue information for Telefilm supported 

projects is supplied to Telefilm directly by producers/distributors (and is subject to the 

verification provided for in our contracts). 
 

 
Furthermore, Telefilm provides clients access to the information pertaining to their projects 

through their eTelefilm accounts, so they may be able to contribute to the quality control of 

their projects and validate the data. 
 

 
12. Can certain films be excluded from a company track record? 

 

 
Yes, under certain circumstances, a film can be excluded from the track record of a company. 
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A film may be excluded from the filmography of a company if Telefilm did not participate in 

the financing of the production (at the production or post-production stage). 
 

 
This film will also then be excluded from the determination of whether or not the company 

qualifies for the Fast Track stream. 
 

 
Furthermore, production companies whose eligible track record includes more than 3 films as 

a lead production company in the past five years may exclude any film(s) from their 

filmography in the following circumstances: 
 

 

 The film is a minority audiovisual treaty coproduction wherein Canada was the minority 
coproducer and held less than a 20% stake in the coproduction and the financial 
participation from Telefilm was no more than $500,000,  

 The film had a production budget less than $2.5M and financial participation from 
Telefilm (in production) of no more than $500,000; or 

 If Telefilm did not invest in the production of the film. 
 

In order to qualify for eligibility to the Fast Track stream a production company may not have 
less than 3 films within their track record (net of any films they may choose to exclude subject 
to the above). 

 
If more than one company is involved in the excluded film, the lead production company has 
the prerogative to decide, and the film will be excluded from the track record of any and all 
coproducers (and key creative personnel) and for all of Telefilm’s programs as well. 

 

 
13. Will I have an opportunity to verify my track record and make any appropriate 

adjustments? 

 
Provided you have established an eTelefilm account, you may verify your track record 

(filmography) by logging into the account and accessing your Business Profile.  If there are any 

modifications to be requested – either adding a film or excluding a film – these modifications 

can be requested at that time. 

 
However, applicants should be aware that once a film has been added or excluded, it must 

remain so. 

 
14. How do you identify the lead production company? 

 
Going forward, the lead production company has to be clearly identified at the time of 

application for production financing. In cases where there is more than one production 

company involved,  Telefilm will not make any assumptions in that regard and will rely on the 

coproducer’s joint declaration of intentions provided at time of application. Once this 

designation is confirmed to Telefilm, it cannot be modified. 
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For those films that have already been produced but are still in the reference period, Telefilm 

will accept an agreement between all coproducers that identifies the lead production 

company. If the coproducers cannot agree, Telefilm will designate who the lead production 

company is based on criteria that include: 

 Which company applied to Telefilm 

 Which company developed the project 

 Each Production company’s copyright share 

In certain circumstances, Telefilm will accept an arrangement wherein two partners share the 

lead production company designation equally. 

 
 
Evaluation 

 
1. How will projects be evaluated once they are submitted? 

 
The projects will be evaluated based on the evaluation guiding principles outlined in the 
guidelines. 

 
The main factors that Telefilm will consider in evaluating submitted projects are: 

 
i) The creative elements. 

 

ii) The promotion strategy and potential audience reach. 
 

iii) The level of Market Interest in the financial structure. 
 

iv) The track record of the production company. 
 

v) The track record of the creative team (i.e., primarily the producer, the director and 
the writer). 

vi) The overall financial viability of the project. 
 

2. The guidelines state that, for projects of equal quality, Telefilm will prioritize projects whose 
key creatives reflect the diversity of the country. What does this mean? 
 
Telefilm has given itself the objective that, by 2020, it would have a representative and 
diversified feature film portfolio that better reflects gender, cultural diversity and 
Canada’s Indigenous communities. 
  
In order to meet this objective, Telefilm will collaborate and exchange information 
with the audiovisual industry to identify the areas where our collective efforts should 
be placed in priority. Based on our consultations, for 2017, our first goal will be to 
favor projects directed or written by women, while continuing to champion and 
support the works of Indigenous creators and members of communities representing 
Canada’s cultural diversity. By 2020, we aim to have reached a portfolio that reflects 
gender parity in each of the key roles of director, writer and producer.    
  
Based on the information that we will collect, we will re-evaluate each year what our 
priorities should be in order to reach our global diversity objective. 
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3. How will the overall financial viability of the project be evaluated? 
 

When evaluating a proposal, Telefilm will take into consideration the viability of the 
project with respect to its budget and financing structure. While it is not necessary to 
provide commitment letters from all financial sources at the time of submission, a 
proposed financial structure must be realistic and attainable.  As such, applicants must 
be able to demonstrate the capacity to close the financing within a realistic timeframe.  

 
 

4. How will Telefilm make sure that all its goals (i.e., regional, diversity, etc.) are supported? 
 

 
The Project Financing team at Telefilm will be accountable for achieving a diversified 
portfolio. This is part of Telefilm’s mandate, and we will work with clients to ensure that we 
are made aware of their projects, and their slates, well in advance. This information will help 
us ensure that our regional goals, and our goals regarding diversity, new talent, and a 
balanced portfolio, are achieved. Telefilm will also work to ensure that that CFFF production 
funding maintains approximately one-third of funding for French-language projects. 

 
5. Will there be dedicated resources for each region and type of project? 

 
Regional Feature Film Executives will continue to play an important role in helping the 
organization achieve a balanced, diversified, and successful portfolio. 

 
Supporting regional and emerging talent remains a Telefilm constant. 

 
6. Who will make decisions on which projects Telefilm will support? 

The Project Financing team at Telefilm, led by Michel Pradier, will be accountable for these 

decisions. His team includes National and Regional Feature Film Executives located in 

Telefilm’s offices across the country. 


